
Overview

73. Does the MWJP identify all the main challenges to providing sufficient, sustainable waste management facilities in the Plan area, and are these challenges properly reflected in the vision and objectives and incorporated in policy?

See Appendix 10 and 12

1.1 Our ref Ryedale Liberals 18/19 Your ref 3846/0965/6.029/LC.U.DTC
Our original comments still stand and it is hard to believe that ‘the fracking industry will be at the early stages of development’ throughout the lifetime of this plan.

1.2 Your ref 3846/0964/6.015/LC.U.DTC
Our original comments still stand.

1.3 Your ref 3846/0966/6.0139/LC.U.DTC
Unfortunately, the MWJP response to our comment fails to produce a strategic plan for the lifetime of the plan. It is hard to believe that we must have a waste water crisis before we have a waste water strategy.

1.4 Ryedale Liberals commend N Yorkshire on its general waste strategy. The principle that the amount of waste processed in N Yorkshire should be equivalent to the amount of waste produced in N Yorkshire is sound. Unfortunately, in relation to hydrocarbons this environmentally sensible approach is completely ignored. The potential waste water from the hydraulic fracturing industry is in the billions of gallons per year, the capacity to process this waste within N Yorkshire appears to be negligible if not nil. The environmental impact from this divergence from NYCC waste strategy is massive.